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NEWSLETTER NO. 11 : 15 OCTOBER 1983
Dear Members,
Herewith the October newsletter. In this edition we intend to more than
compensate for the lack of overseas derived information and comment in
the last newsletter. Stand by, Mike Munro is back from Arabia, with a
vengeancel
But first, we remind our members to:
(a)

return typed in programs.

(b)

return completed survey forms to your Secretary - these are vital
to our future planning. Spare copies of the survey will be available
at the next group meeting.

(c)

COME TO OUR NEXT MEETING. This will be held on 2 November, again at
the TAB building on Lambton Quay at 7.30pm. At this meeting we will
demonstrate and market Group Tape 8 as well as all the previous tapes.
Sundry other programs, both locally developed and foreign commercial,
will be demonstrated.

Members might have heard the radio report that Warners had decided to close
Atari down. As at the time of going to print, we have been unable to
confirm this story, and it appears unlikely. Rather, Atari is to go through
another management realignment. Clearly though, the firm remains in some
difficulty, with the American small/personal computer market closely
resembling Adam Smith's concept of the market, i.e. anarchy.
Today, the Government announced changes in the tax regime affecting computers
"for specified industries", i.e. not us. The sales tax on our computers
remains at 40 per cent. The Government apparently needs our money! The
only comfort we can take from the decision is that we, having already
purchased our computers, will not suffer a further capital loss. Seriously,
though, it betrays either a lack of imagination or a failure of nerve - as
a nation, New Zealand must rapidly become computer-literate.
Finally, we should note that the club's first year is coming to an end.
annual general meeting looms in the New Year.

Des Rowe
(Secretary)
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LEARNING IN THE COMPUTER AGE
The exhibition in the Michael Fowler Centre was a great opportunity
to display Atari computers and PILOT in particular.

The Hobdens

produced an impressive demo tape to show the capabilities of Atari
BASIC and the kids (and teacher!) from the PILOT class contributed
their best programs to the PILOT demo.

It was a pity that only one

600XL had reached the country: David Reid Electronics used it in
their display next door.

But they were very helpful and cooperated

in setting up the Classroom Computers display.
It was a good move to have the children demonstrate PHOT to
children, and they made a lovely job of it. I hope all our own
children got an 'I talk Turtle* sticker out of it.
Primary teachers are showing great interest in learning from a teacher
what computers can be used for in the classroom. They report visits
from computer salesmen who know nothing about education.

A friend in

a provincial centre complains that the local dealer twice tried to
demonstrate his Atari for her but couldn't; told her the only programs
for it were Atari's own and what you could write yourself; and said
that, no, he didn’t have PILOT, but BASIC was better anyway.
Members will not be astonished to learn that the PILOT educator pack
that discount mail-order firms advertise for US$99 or so, was priced
at Mz$385 plus tax when one came through the regular import channels.
Guess where Classroom Computers is getting hers from (home pack only).
Recent educational writers have noted what may be the greatest cause
of apprehension to teachers faced with the introduction of computers:
most of them will soon be faced with young pupils who know more than
the teacher about programming. This is a simple fact, and they need
to work out how to cope with the situation when it comes; it need not
be threatening, though many will see it that way.
Personally, although I find PILOT easy and fun to work with, I'm glad
that I have an 11-year-old to help when I have a problem: although he
normally works in BASIC he can adapt to PILOT fairly easily.
Having had to get Classroom Computers into action at the busiest time
of the academic year, I was unable to keep up the continuity with the
PILOT tutorial class, and in some cases this meant they lost interest.
I'm sorry about this; but it does seem that the best encouragement a
kidscan have is a parent who will do a little with him or her regularly.
Now that the books that make it easy are available (I have Picture This!
and Atari PILOT for Beginners available at a discount to members, and
now their successor Atari PILOT Activities and Games has arrived too)
I cannot too strongly urge parents of under-12s to get a PILOT ROM
and start having fun with Turtle Graphics.
Jenny Chisholm
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Joy-Stick Music
Composing as a video game
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ill Harvey. 16 and an honors stu¬
dent from Foster City. Calif., was
singing in his high school choir one day
when the idea came to him. His family
did not own a piano, and he had taken no
music lessons, but he thought of a simple
way for people like him to learn music
with a computer. Drawing on his considerable talents as a programmer. Harvey
sat down with his Apple and an introduciory music text and came up with a pro¬
gram that is making even professional
musicians stand up and shout "Bravo!
Not only did Harvey master the mechan¬
ics of music composition, he made them
vastly more accessible by putting them
under the control of the joy stick of a
home computer.
In his Music Construction Set (MCS)
program (S40 for the Apple II. with Atari
and Commodore 64 versions to come), the
joy stick controls a movable hand on the
video screen that picks up notes, sharps,
clef signs and other music symbols, and
sets them down on a staff. At any time,
the computer will play them back so the

user can hear how they sound. Up to 1.400
symbols can be displayed on two staffs,
from whole notes to V32 notes, from simpie melodies to six-voice chords.
Harvey's program is not the first to
take advantage of the microcomputers
power to create and store synthesized
sound. There are at least a dozen similar
1 products on the market, from Apple s 545
! Musicomp. to alphaSyntaun s $1,995
computer Music System, which includes
full keyboard. 3,000-note memory and 16track recording system. But no other lowcost music program makes it so easy to do
so much. The key to the software's success
is what the industry calls its “user inter¬
face." It avoids computerese and makes
notation as simple and transparent as
possible. To play the notes, the user simj ply points at a picture of a piano. To re¬
turn to the top of a piece, he points at a
picture of a home. Key signatures can be
selected and music automatically trans¬
posed with the pre".s of a button. A pair of
on-screen scissors will cut out up to nine
measures of music, and a little pastepot
symbol will paste them down again.
"It took me about three seconds to de¬
cide I wanted it." says W.M. (“Trip")
Hawkins, president of Electronic Arts,
the software publishing house handling
Harvey's program. Hawkins calls MCS an
example of software that is “simple, hot
and deep." by which he means it is easy to
use. appeals to the senses, and will hold
the interest of the user, no matter how so¬
phisticated he becomes. Jeanie Chandler,
a professional flutist and music teacher
hired as a consultant on the project, says
she is using MCS to play her piano accom¬
paniments while she rehearses for an upi coming flute recital.

Programmer Will Harvey at home in California with his musically educated computers _-_
Using a hand on the screen, scissors and paste pot. an idea that is “simple, hot and deep.
MCS is not without its flaws. To im¬
prove on the tinny speaker that comes in¬
stalled in an Apple, users must invest an
additional $100 for a plug-in sound-effects
generator called a Mockingboard. (The
Atari and Commodore versions will play
three and four voices without any addi-

Sample display on a Harvey construction set
%

tional equipment.) Serious composers will
find that the program’s 1,400-symbol ca¬
pacity allows them to write only about 70
measures at a time, requiring them to
print out long pieces in sections. More¬
over, using the program at full capacity
causes the tempo of the machine to slow
down, while short pieces whip by too fast
for the eye to follow in detail.
Even with these caveats, experts who
have seen Harvey’s program think it may
prove to be one of those rare pieces of soft¬
ware that open up the computer market to
a new class of consumer. “It’s both educa¬
tional and entertaining,” says Michele
Preston, an analyst at L.F. Rothschild,
Unterberg, Towbin in New York City. In
fact, the program seems to be as versatile
and competent as its creator. Harvey, a
blond-haired Eagle Scout, not only tinkers
with computers but holds down a 4.0 aver¬
age at Uplands High School, played half¬
back on city football teams, twice took
first-place honors in physics at the San
Francisco Science Fair, and was elected
president of the Uplands student body. He
is thinking of becoming a lawyer. Says he:
“My personal philosophy is to do as many
things as possible as best I can.”
■
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Big
spenders

USERS OF personal pro¬
fessional computers quickly
» discover that having your own
machine is a licence to spend
money.
According to the New York
r consultancy
Frost
and
Sullivan, personal computer
t owners spend an average of
; $1,027 on additional equip¬
ment for their new possession
- in the first year of purchase.
t -Frost and Sullivan specific¬
ally excluded the simpler
home-computer systems and
the very top end multi-user
microprocessors — in other
words, the report deals only
with the single user system
for the executive.
Only 1 per cent of owners
added a hard (Winchester)
disc in the first year although
6 per cent said they intended
to add one in time.
Additional
memory
—
usually 32K—was a popular
buy as was communications
devices to allow computers to
talk to each other over the
telephone. The study costs
81,275. Frost and Sullivan is
on (212) 233 1080 in New
York, 01-486 8377 in London.

Canada.
One of Dr. Papert’s primary goals in

All About
Atari LOGO

developing LOGO was to create a com¬
puter environment or “culture” where_
learning could take place naturally. In
his landmark book, Mindstorms, Papert
writes: “It is possible to design computers
so that learning to communicate with
them can be natural, more like learning
French by living in France than like try¬

The Computer Language
That SpeaksYour
Language

ing to learn it through foreign-language
instruction in the classroom.”
With Atari LOGO, users of all ages
evolve from passive into active learners.
They set up problems to solve, and learn
to experiment with different solutions,
while trying to make appropriate
choices. The computer becomes a learn¬
ing tool for exploration in the realms of
geometry, math, science, and language.
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easy to learn and easy tc, use. 1 he simple

Like explorers in a new world, users

Atari LOGO vocabulary can be ex¬

begin anew to name and organize dieir

panded to suit each individual’s needs.
For example, you can choose your own

experiences —the essence of learning.

computer doesn’t speak your lan¬

by Carlos Greth
F YOU'RE frustrated because your

The Turtle graphics featured in Atari
LOGO offer a direct and creative ap¬

guage, don’t despair. This summer,

words to name a special program you

| you can experience the power of Atari

have written, such as a program, let’s say,

proach to what Swiss child psychologist

1 LOGO, a computer language that makes

that draws a car. You can simply call that

jean Piaget calls the “active discovery of

programming possible for just about

program, “Car.”*You can then enter the

reality.” Learners from grade school to

j anyone.
Originally designed for younger stu-

word “Car” into a second program that

college have taught themselves about

draws a street. LOGO will remember the

j dents, LOGO is a remarkable, high-level

name “Car” and draw a car on the street.
Of course this is but a simple illustration.

scientific and mathematical concepts
while manipulating LOGO graphic sym¬

! programming language that uses simple
i English commands to produce sophistij cated programs that both young beginj ners and advanced programmers will
j appreciate. Since you use commonplace

bols. The “turtles” draw paths at various

With Atari LOGO, you can define far
more complex program functions —

speeds and directions as they move across
the TV screen. The computer-controlled

in effect, create your own program

turtles are made even more enticing by

“building blocks” or modules. You’re lim¬
ited only by your desire and imagination.

the graphics, sound, and color capabili¬

The LOGO language is the result of

ties of Atari Home Computers.
One educator who worked with stu¬

| controlling and changing text and

over 10 years of research inartificial in¬

dents who used LOGO asked them what

! shapes on the TV screen the first time

telligence and education led by MIT Pro¬

' you use it.
|
What sets LOGO apart from other
I programming languages is that it is both

fessor Seymour Papert. Atari LOGO is a

they felt they had learned. The students
replied that LOGO had helped them be¬

special version developed by Logo Com¬

come more comfortable with math and

puter Systems,

problem solving and had gained valuable

words instead of complex, technical pro¬
gramming statements, you can begin

Inc., of Montreal,

insights into language by naming their
own programming instructions. Stu¬
dents also learned problem-solving strat¬
egies, and developed a positive attitude
about the trial-and-error process by
debugging their own programs.
The new Atari LOGO will be a con¬
venient program cartridge that will work
on any Atari Home Computer with as
little as 16K RAM. The package will
include a handy reference card, and two
excellent books: Introduction to Program¬
ming Through Turtle Graphics and Atari

LOGO Reference Manual.
The Atari LOGO programming prom¬
ises to be available by the end of this
summer. Also, the Fall issue of ATARI
CONNECTION will feature an indepth interview with LOGO creator,
Seymour Papert.

*

Carlos Greth is a writer in the Atari Home

Computer Division.
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When the Halo
Begins to Fade
How to Survive
Computer Boredom

I

by Herb Kohl

REMEMBER WHEN we first got our Atari
800 Computer system about two
years ago. For the first few weeks we
kept it busy all the time. My son Josh and
his friends flew video rocket ships, firing
mazers, phasers and lazers for hours at a
time until they seemed to be scoring in
the millions and billions. 1 spent nights
teaching myself BASIC and even occa¬
sionally trying to develop hand-eye coor¬
dination with a joystick so I wouldn’t
embarrass myself in front of the 11-yearold gamemasters who monopolized the
computer in the afternoon.
My wife and two daughters felt very
differently about the computer. They
didn’t see the halo Josh and 1 did. For
them the computer was an alien,
dehumanizing object they wanted no
part of. In our house, at least the com¬
puter was male territory despite the fact
that Josh and I tried to persuade them to
use the Atari 800 and felt guilty about
the apparent male chauvanism the com¬
puter created in our family. Separating
our activities into male and female
domains was counter to our beliefs and
everyday lives.
After several months, the glow began
to fade for Josh and me too, and the
computer sat on a desk in our living
room, a neglected, forlorn-looking ob¬
jective whose function was almost purely
decorative. The games we had were bor¬
ing, and new games were too easy to
figure out. I learned BASIC and tried my
hand at programming a few games and
doing a little home management, but
found a paper and pencil more con¬
venient and portable for most of the
simple tasks 1 tried on the computer.
Then all of a sudden some interesting
things began to happen. I, for example,
spent a lot of time thinking about how 1^

could use a computer even though I
didn’t touch it for weeks. It occurred to
Josh that the computer might be useful
to help him organize his baseball card
collection. His idea was that he could
store information about each card so that
by pressing a key he could get a list of all
the shortstops he had for 1976, or a list of
all the Pittsburgh Pirates he had from
1965 to 1977. He also wanted to get
information like who was the National
League's highest batter in the Seventies.

I'M
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Initially, Josh’s challenge seemed easy.
I set out to create a program for him that
would accept all of his data and organize
it in most any way. 1 knew nothing about
creating database programs or how to
store and retrieve information from a
diskette. The problem was wonderful be¬
cause it allowed me to return to the com¬
puter with a problem to deal with—one
that I never solved. Josh discovered,
before I got very far, that he could use the
Atari Home Filing Manager Program,
which I use to file our recipes, to organize
baseball cards by team, position and bat¬
ting average. Nevertheless, Josh’s imagi¬
nation inspired me. 1 began to think of
ways the computer could be used to store

notes for my books and writing projects
as well as organize research information
that suited my very idiosyncratic work¬
ing habits.
At the same time Erica, Tonia, and my
wife Judy were also thinking about how
to use the computer. Even though the
machine sat unused it was an active pres¬
ence in all of our minds. Judy, who is a
weaver, had toyed with the idea of using
the computer as a design tool for weav¬
ing. Now a year and half later, we are
composing a weaving design program for
the Atari Computer Camps. The specifi¬
cations for the program come from Judy’s
weaving experience and knowledge
—she has begun to see the halo that had
faded for Josh and me. Tonia, my oldest
daughter who is interested in painting,
might begin to explore some of the mar¬
velous graphics programs that have been
published recently, such as Reston’s
Paint program and Datasoft’s Graphics
Master. Erica, who is interested in biol¬
ogy and brain physiology, has also said
that she’s interested in exploring the re¬
lationship between computer programs
and brain functioning.
If the computer no longer has a halo
for Josh and me, it has begun to assume a
more comfortable and ordinary role in
our lives, much like that of pencils and
telephones. 1 have begun to explore dif¬
ferent languages and have become in¬
trigued with the educational possibilities
of Atari PILOT and LOGO. I’ve also
become part of a computer telephone
network and look forward to reading my
electronic mail as much as 1 do to open¬
ing letters and packages. Josh has moved
from playing games to making games.
Recently we have been working together
on developing a simple adventure game
form using Atari PILOT that will make
the structure of adventure games clear to
beginning users and enable them to
create their own games.
The Atari PILOT program listing on
the next page is a version of the basic
game. It involves a monster and two
children and has a very short vocabulary
list: Smile, Frown, Cry. The game can be
changed, the vocabulary expanded, the
graphics enhanced.
Our Atari 800 tends to be pretty busy
these days. However, we still have times
when it is little more than decoration.
Once the initial aura wears off, the com¬
puter can become a part of your life but
it’s no substitute for all the other wonder¬
ful things one can do. Josh still plays
baseball, Tonia paints, Erica likes to take
photographs and Judy weaves. And
despite all of the word-processing pro¬
grams I’ve tried, there’s nothing like the
feel of writing with a fountain pen. ■

The new ATARI XL family of Home Computers

THE LITTLE
! COMPUTERS
THAT CAN
New Atari 600XL and Atari
800XL Home Computers:
Full-Featured Computers at
the Lowest Prices Ever.

T

600XL Home Com¬
puter looks simple enough. It’s
bantam weight, about half the size
of its hardware sibling, the Atari
1200XL, and sells for under $200.
But looks and price can be deceiving.
The low-priced Atari 600XL is a “true
Atari Computer that offers a groundfloor opportunity to participate in the
exciting world of computers. New
owners can gradually work their way up,
building a complete computer system as
their budget and needs allow.
With its standard 16K RAM and
built-in Atari BASIC, the Atari 600XL
has plenty of memory for the classic
Atari Computer games and useful com¬
puting tasks, including word processing
with AtariWriter. However, advanced
software such as VisiCalc or the Atari
Bookkeeper program requires at least
32K RAM.
But this new low-cost home computer
doesn’t stop here—the Atari 600XL has
been designed to expand as the owner
discovers more complex and useful appli¬
he new atari

4

cations. When it comes
time to try programs
requiring a relatively large
amount of memory,
there’ll be a 48K Memory
Expansion Module, avail¬
able from Atari Retailers
by early fall. This module
can expand the Atari
600XL Computer’s
capacity to a powerful 64K
RAM!
The Memory Expansion
Module plugs into the par¬
allel interface port, con¬
veniently placed on the
Atari 6C0XL Computer’s
back panel. A new feature
on all Atari XL Computers, the parallel :
interface port, allows users to connect a
wider variety of advanced peripherals to
their systems tor special applications.
The low-profile, full-stroke keyboard
is easy to master, with a layout similar to
that of the Atari SCO. A major improve¬
ment is that the control keys —
OPTION, SELECT, RESET, and
START—and the new HELP key are set
flush in an appealing metallic band on
the right side of the keyboard. The single
cartridge slot is centrally placed above
the keyboard so program cartridges can
be inserted or removed while the com¬
puter is on without disrupting its
operation. •
;
Because it’s compatible with most
I Atari hardware, the new Atari 600XL I
j owner will have access to the large li¬

brary of Atari software, not to mention
the responsive Atari Customer Support
and the nationwide network of factorybacked service centers.

Atari 800 XL
The Atari 800XL brings you all'the
essential features of the Atari 600XL:
built-in BASIC, a full-stroke keyboard, a
HELP key, and an international charac¬
ter set. And, thanks to the memory (64K
RAM), the Atari 800XL can operate a
full-featured home computer system.
So, if you’re looking for a fully
supported home computer with the most
memory for your money, tne Atari
800XL is worth investigating.
■
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THE ATARI 1400XL
AND 1450XLD HOME
COMPUTERS
The Best Just Got Better
Atari has just introduced two new
top-of-the-line home computers: the
Atari 1400XL and the Atari 1450XLD.
Both models come with a built-in speech
synthesizer and a direct-connect modem
in addition to the advanced features
found in other Atari XL series
computers — a powerful 64K RAM,
built-in Atari BASIC programming lan¬
guage, an external processor bus for fu¬
ture expansion, full-stroke keyboard, ad¬
vanced sound and graphics capability,
HELP Key, and programmable function
keys.
The built-in direct-connect modem
comes complete with ModemLink soft¬
ware which allows the convenience of
dialing from the keyboard, and a
memory buffer to save telecommunica¬
tions data for later storage on diskette or
cassette. With the huge array of informa¬
tion and services available, such as stock
market quotes, electronic mail, data-

bases, bulletin boards, personal commu¬
nications and more, the telecommunica¬
tions capabilities of the Atari 1400XL
series is a welcome feature.
An additional bonus with the Atari
1400XL series is the on-board speech
synthesizer, which can be programmed
to generate phonemes (the individual
sounds of spoken language) directly, or
to “translate” from text.
The Atari 1450XLD Computer incor¬
porates a dual-density, double-sided disk
drive in the same compact package,

eliminating the need for a separate disk
drive and interconnecting cables. The
dual-density format allows up to 127K
bytes (about 100 typed pages) of infor¬
mation to be stored on each side of the
diskette.
These latest two additions to the Atari
XL family of computers join a product
line that is already thoroughly supported
with more than 2,000 available software
programs, a well-established network of
user groups, and readily available cus¬
tomer service.
by Gary Paul Fox
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NEW LINE OF
PERIPHERALS
CREATES ATARI XL
SYSTEM

replace. In short, this new printer is a
worthy addition to the Atari Computer
Product line, and with a suggested retail
price of $549.00, one that is bound to
please many home computer users.

The recently introduced Atari XL
family of computers has been joined by
two new 80-Column Printers, a Disk
Drive, Program Recorder, Direct Con¬
nect Modem, Touch Tablet, and TrakBall to form the newest generation of
Atari Home Computer systems.
Styled to match the XL series, this
new group of peripherals offers improved
standards of performance and features.
Let’s take a closer look at what’s in store.

THE ATARI 1027
PRINTER

THE ATARI 1025
80-COLUMN PRINTER
A Dot-Matrix Printer for Word
Processing and Program Listings
If you need to print letters,
manuscripts or other information
quickly and economically, the inexpen¬
sive Atari 1025 80-Column Printer is
ideal. It uses a dot-matrix print head to
generate standard English alpha-

numerics and European-language
characters in a variety of formats.
You can choose regular-width (80column), condensed (132-column) or
extra-wide (40-column) characters to
suit your requirements. In addition, the
Atari 1025 can accommodate standard
typing paper in single sheets, fan-fold
computer paper, and even roll paper
with an optional holder. An easy-to-use
side knob lets you adjust the paper just
like a typewriter.
The engineers really did their
homework when they designed the Atari
1025. Since it works directly from the
Serial Input/Output port on all Atari
Computers, there is no longer any need
to purchase a separate interface module.
The Atari 1025 is much quieter than
most comparable 80-column printers
(though a bit slower than some), and it
also uses a typewriter-type spool ribbon
that is a lot easier (and cleaner) to

Letter-Quality for Under $300
The new Atari 1027 Letter-Quality
Printer represents a low-cost technologi¬
cal breakthrough for letter-quality print¬
ing. Inside, it contains a five-wheel
printhead that creates fully-formed let¬
ters like a daisy wheel, but at a fraction of
the cost. With a respectable rate of 20
characters per second the Atari 1027 is

SUMMER 1963
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comes in handy when you’re trying to
find a particular program. The Atari
1010 includes a great many features for a
suggested retail price of just $99.

THE ATARI 1030
MODEM

no speed demon, but it still operates
much faster than most people can type.
Best of all, it makes letter-quality print¬
ing greatly affordable at under $300 sug¬
gested retail price!
Direct-Connect Convenience with
The Atari 1027 is ideal for use with a Built-in ModemUnk Software
word processor like AtariWriter, and
you’ll find the compact Printer design
is a great feature that helps fit a complete
home computer system into cramped
quarters such as a living room corner,
home office, or a student desk in a
dormitory.

THE ATARI TOUCH
TABLET
: Now, Graphics Are As Simple As
Drawing with a Pen

THE ATARI 1050
DISK DRIVE
Fast, Efficient and Now DualDensity
Disk drives have proven themselves as
the fastest and most convenient way to
store and retrieve information in a home
computer system. Since they work as a
Random Access Storage Device using file
names, they are extremely quick, with a
typical access time being a fraction of a
second. The new Atari 1050 Disk Drive
is no exception, and it also offers a dual¬
density format for greater storage
capacity.

The Atari 1030 Modem is an
economical, a ".-in-one accessory that
turns your home computer into a tele¬
communications terminal. It plugs di¬
rectly into any modular telephone jack
with the included cord, and connects to
your computer’s Serial I/O port. The
built-in ModemLink telecommunica¬
tions program allows you to dial directly,
using the keyboard on your Atari XL
series computer for fast, efficient
operation.
Other features include selectable
pulse or tone dialing, full or half duplex
operation, and memory buffer on/off
and printer on/off functions. These last
two options allow you to save your com¬
munications to cassette or diskette, and
to simultaneously printout information
as you are receiving it.
*

The Atari Touch Tablet puts all the
built in graphics power of your Atari XL
series computer at your fingertips. You
can use it to paint pictures, draw charts
and diagrams, write in script, and even
design computer graphics.
j

1
I

It’s straightforward and simple to oper¬
ate and comes with a special diskette
program for saving your graphics handi¬
work. Just load the diskette program into
your computer, plug the Touch Tablet
into controller port # 1, and you’re ready
to start drawing. Put the special pen to
the tablet and you create the designs and
images you want to make . . . right on
your own TV screen.

THE ATARI 1010
PROGRAM RECORDER THE ATARI TRAKBALL

Atari 1050 Disk Drive
Atari has developed a new Disk Oper¬
ating System III which allows the Atari
1050 to operate as a dual-density drive.
That means even greater storage
capacity (about 127K bytes per disk¬
ette). The new DOS III also allows you
to convert any information stored on a
single-density diskette to the new for¬
mat, using the Atari 1050.
The Atari 1050 is a well-thought-out
model, employing an improved loading
mechanism that has a more positive feel
than the old “door” type. All these
features come in an attractively designed
package about half the height of the pre¬
vious Atari 810 Disk Drive. At a sugges¬
ted retail price of $449, -the Atari 1050
should become a very affordable addition
to many Atari systems.
• ATARI CONNECTION

An Inexpensive Way to Save and
Load Programs

Arcade-Style Action Comes Home!

The new Atari 1010 Program Re¬
corder is an intelligently engineered
product. Styled to match the new Atari
Home Computers, and compact enough
to fit almost anywhere, it includes a host
of features. With two Input/Output
ports, you can plug the Atari 1010
anywhere in your system along with an¬
other printer, modem and other acces¬
sories. The 4-track, 2-channel format
allows for computer programs or data on
one channel, and pre-recorded sounds
on the other.
The Atari 1010 has also been designed
for convenient operation. An automatic
volume control assures perfect record
and playback levels, and the topmounted control buttons have a positive
touch. Its easy-to-read tape counter

For you inveterate game players
who’ve felt something was missing, get
ready to roll into action with the new
Atari Trak-Ball. It enables you to turn
tighter corners, zero in faster on video
villains and blast’em more accurately.
The Atari Trak-Ball works with any
joystick game—Centipede, Missile
Command, and Galaxian to name but a
few—and lets you capture the ultimate
in arcade action and excitement right at
home.
■

Four distinct markets have emerged
'HE MARKETING and distrimtion strategies adopted by the
aajor
manufacturers
and
uppliers of personal computers
re likelv to be the key factors
n the market’s expansion over
he next few years.
With the rapid technological
levelopments of the past decade
-and the inevitable tumbling
f prices—the consumer now
leeds to be persuaded with
narketing techniques, not too
lissimilar from those used by
letergent manufacturers, in the
hoice of a particular personal
tomputer. Hence the decision
iy some suppliers to use even
elevision advertising—especiilly in the commercial break
luring News at Ten which has
he right sort of audience likely
:o be potential buyers.
A year or so ago it would
lave been unthinkable for
>ersonal
computers
to
be
Matured in television advertisng in this way—television is
lotoriously a costly medium for
lelling specialist products with
10 guarantee of reaching the
■ight target audience—but so
ntense has become the market
for personal computers that it
vas almost inevitable that it
ivould be adopted as a market¬
ing ploy.

Strategy
The crucial factor in any
marketing strategy—often forgotten in high-technology industries — is to define the
markets for the product For
personal computers, four dis¬
tinct markets have emerged:
the home user, the educational
user, the computer “buff” and
the business user.
Accurate statistics for a mar¬
ket which has only emerged in
the past few years are, not sur¬
prisingly, difficult to come by.
However, some trade estimates
put the home market at about
a quarter sales, with about 30
per cent going into educational
and
research establishments.
The computer expert market is
about 15 per cent, with the re¬
maining 30 per cent taken up by
small businesses.
The home and schools mar¬
kets are a response to the dual
effect of improving technology
and failing prices. The Atari
400, for example, is not only
cheaper than a home video re¬
corder and plays sophisticated
games but can also handle pro¬
grammes that a few years ago
would have been thought suit¬
able for a mainframe computer
only.
Christmas clearly Showed that
parents now see computers very
much as a gift for their chil¬
dren. Mr David Johnson, chief
executive of the Rumbelows

l£

electrical goods chain, believes director, says that "we will
From the consumers’ point of
that the growing use of com¬ be selling our products in the view, the Consumers' Associa¬
puters in schools is leading the volume market through in¬
tion suggests that the potential
impetus in the home market direct distribution channels_ purchaser might consider buy¬
The business market has system houses, micro systems ing one of the cheaper models
developed as a response to rising specialist, software houses, and (or even a secondhand one) be¬
costs, especially the price of office equipment dealers.”
fore investing a lot of money
processing information. How¬
The man responsible for in a sophisticated system.
ever, it is clear that that organising this new distribu¬
In addition, it concluded that
business market has to be tion chain, Mr S. Rodriguez, " buying a computer can be
tackled in a different way from will be appointing 39 members frustrating.”
It found that
that of the domestic market, of the network by the end of “ members buying by mail order
where users want to be involved this year. The target is com¬ were often involved in a long
in learning all stages of the plete UK national coverage via wait for delivery.” Computer
computer’s
operation.
The 80 outlets by 1985.
shops, moreover, were not
business user, on the other
Another distribution system always as knowledgeable as
hand, is more concerned with being developed by some sup¬ might be expected. “ The Com¬
the end results.
Association
plies is to run a franchised puter Retailers’
This is borne out by a recent operation. EMG National Micro operates a code of conduct and
investigate
complaints
survey of more than 1,200 Centres, a member of the will
businessmen, carried out by the privately-held EMG group of against its-members,” the asso¬
Rotnec
consultancy,
which companies, has plans to estab¬ ciation adds.
found: “Businessmen, as dis¬ lish some 200 micro centres by
David Churchill
tinct from home hobbyists, franchising throughout the UK.
educationalists and the like
must concentrate on running a r
successful operation: relatively *
few wish to risk the serious
consequences of pouring hours
down the bottomless black hole
of do-it-yourself computing
I am another new Atari owner who was plagued with excessive
The largest retailer of per¬
CLOAD errors. Armed with a copy of the April, 1983 issue of Antic, I
sonal computers in the UK is,
added several test points in an effort to determine where the actual
Tandy, which has some 223
failure occurred. The data out-line appeared to have an excessive
amount ot jitter when viewed on a dual trace oscilloscope along with
shops in the UK and a further I
the output of the active filters.
94 dealerships.
I modified the diode/RC networks between the active filters and the
Other
companies
include !
comparator as a possible cure, after checking the DC regulator to the
Currys, which has a number of j
motor drive for ripple.
specialist computer outlets, and |
The attached diagrams showing the 410 circuitry show my modifica¬
“ Byte Shop Computed and.”
tions. I have had NO QLOAD errors since.
Total sales of specialist com¬
To insure it was not a cold solder joint or other problem I may have
corrected by the addition of test points, I obtained another 410 with
puter shops were estimated at
similar problems. After doing the simple modification and alignment,
some £75m last year and are
its operation also significantly improved. It was an older model 410
expected to top £100m this year.
which had a different parts layout, but the circuitry was the same The
Apart from these specialist
owner of this machine has not reported a CLOAD error since.
shops, a number of other
While this modification is not much more difficult than the resistor
retailers are involved in selling
replacements, the alignment requires test equipment not normally
found in the home. Any competent stereo service shop can do the
personal computers as part of
alignment in a few minutes time. Certainly no more than an hour.
their overall product ranee.
These shops indude W. H.
Atari 410 Modification & Alignment Procedure:
Smith, Boots, Dixons, and Rum¬
belows.
This adjustment dynamically sets the signal circuit to the mid point
Another major area of retail
between the mark and space frequencies used.
1. Remove R-19 (330 K ohm);
distribution is mail order,
2. Choose a suitable location on the PC board and install either a
although there has been con¬
500 K ohm mult, turn pot., or any series combination of fixed resistor
siderable consumer dissatisfac¬
and pot. which will give a range from approximately 250 K ohm to 350
tion in recent months at the
K ohm;
delay in dispatching orders by
3. Connect this pot. or combination directly in place of the removed
some of the companies.
R-19;
The increasing importance
4. Set the pot. to maximum resistance
5. Connect a DC coupled oscilloscope or high Z voltmeter to the
the manufacturers attach to the
data out line (pin 3) and ground;
persona] computer market is
6. Connect an audio oscillator set at 4660 Hz to the limiter amp in¬
shown by Burroughs’ decision
put and ground;
to appoint Mr Oz Hornby as
7 Condition the 410 tor play mode — this can be done by pressing
Third Party Marketing Manager
the PLAY button and POKEing 54018,52 or by applying a + 5V to the
in the UK.
recorder motor on line (pin 4);
Mr Hornby has joined Bur¬
8. Adjust the potentiometer until a DC transition, or instability, oc¬
roughs from Apple and was
curs on the data out line.
. ,
— Stephen E. Matern
previously with IBM.
In a
ACH Scf>
5
Vice-President, Bonneville Atari Group
break
with
tradition,
Mr
Hornby will be introducing
new distribution channels for
Burroughs products, Including
the B 20 range of micros.
Philips Business
Systems,
another major manufacturer, is
also tackling its marketing for
microcomputers in a new way.
Mr Tony Nevison, divisional

CLOAD ERRORS
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Computers
games. Pirate’s Cove, Sherwood Forestand
Warlock’s Castle are hangouts for hackers
and phone phreaks who want to bootleg
copyrighted programs or get passwords for
Americans with modems swap gossip, recipes, even on-line ",sex' the computers at banks, schools or govern¬
ment installations.
y day he is.a 32-year-old bureaucrat
phone number: most networks carry ex¬
Among the most popular systems are
from Queens, N.Y., investigating
tensive lists of other services. One data
the so-called conference trees. Rather
:laims for the Social Security Administra¬
base in New Jersey offers a catalogue of than storing messages in the order they
tion. Each night he is transformed into
1.300 different phone numbers to explore,
were written, tree systems are organized
‘Sir Weej,” a pseudonymous writer whose and many of them attract more than
by subject matter. This encourages topicbreezy essays on music, politics and life in
5,000 calls a year.
oriented discussions on anything from col¬
the electronic age have attracted scores of
At the end of each phone line is a
lege tuitions to Middle East policy. Users
readers. His followers, however, do not
computer that has been programmed to
start at the “trunk,” a list of subjects
look for him on the printed page.
ITTORIO SARTOR
for debate (neighborhood-pow¬
Sir Weej’s medium is his modem,
er, NUCLEAR-ARMS), and climb
the book-size box that connects
“branches” of subsidiary messages
lis home computer to his tele(GIVE-PEACE-A-CHANCE, NUKEshone and puts him in touch with
EM-ALL). As subsequent callers
similarly equipped people all over
add their own opinions, the trees
the nation. “I feel as though a
can grow intodense thickets of give
world has opened here in my livand take. In Santa Cruz, Calif., a
ng room,” he writes in phosphoconference called start-a-reliescent characters on his video
GION began with a manifesto that
nonitor. “The amazing thing is
declared, “Religion is too impor¬
hat I am no longer talking to
tant to be left to the churches or to
nyself.”
the profiteers,” and invited tree
Although Sir Weej, whose real
people to “create one we can be
tame is Luigi, spends a couple of
comfortable with.” Ten months
tours a day hunched over his terlater, the computer had become so
ninal, he is neither a computer
clogged with ideas that the Sysop
trofessional nor a thrill-seeking
was forced to delete 95% of the
vhiz kid. He is just an ordinary
messages to leave room for other
titizen who . yearns to communiusers. The discussion eventually
ate. Along with tens of thouevolved into a loosely organized
ands of other computer owners
movement called Origins, whose
vho share that urge. Sir Weej has
members now meet in Santa Cniz
liscovered that he can tap into
on Sundays for brunch.
he outside world with his home
nachine for more than just a peek
art of the appeal of the comput¬
it stock quotes and airline scheder networks is voyeuristic: like
iles or an occasional trespass on
party lines in the early days of
he turf of the military-industelephones, they permit strangers
rial complex. Increasingly, as
to listen in on personal conversa¬
aore and more home terminals
tions. Although some may find the
re hooked into the telephone sysfishbowl atmosphere intimidating,
em, the lines that connect com¬
others, like Sir Weej, are exhilarat¬
puters are being used for personal
ed to discover an audience tha t will
etworking, carrying the raw ma- ~
respond to their thoughts. “I sense
trials of human intercourse: gossip, ele¬
store and display messages. Most of these
fertile ground here,” he says. “I have not
phant jokes, pesto recipes and even the
machines are operated free of charge by a
felt so connected and vital in a long time.”
lurmurings of long-distance seductions.
self-appointed system operator (Sysop),
Inevitably, some telecomputers have
The equipment necessary to play the
who donates his equipment and services
discovered ways td use the new medium
ame can cost less than S300 or more than
out of enthusiasm for this new form of for the most intimate form of human
5,000 for a de-luxe system that combines
communication. Some, such as Miami Big
communication. Subscribers to Compu¬
omputer, modem, printer and disc
Apple, TRADE-80 and amis (Atari Mes¬
Serve’s “Citizen Band” facility have tak¬
rives. Once the machinery is installed
sage and Infonnation System), are for en to exchanging fantasy sexual scenarios
nd the modem plugged in, there are hunowners of particular computers, offering
with strangers. “We’re dancing in my liv¬
reds of computer networks accessible by
them a place to trade hardware. The Avi¬
ing room,” begins a ty pical GompuSex se¬
wine, from bulletin boards geared to speators Bulletin Board (pilots) in Northern
duction. “And I’m' unbuttoning yjjur
ific machines to on-line dating services
California and HEX (handicapped) in
blouse.”
nt anyone can join. The most popular
Maryland are forums for special groups
Not every CompuServe subscriber is
Ay-for-connect-time utilities, like The
that want to share experiences.
entranced. In the current issue of Mr. maga¬
ource (40,000 subscribers) and CompuAttorneys in the Miimeapolis-St. Paul zine, Writer Lindsy Van Gelder describes
s™* (70,000), advertise in newspapers
area use Lawyers-on-Line to compare
an encounter her twelve- and nine-year-old
nd computer magazines. These commernotes on troublesome judges. In other cities
daughters, masquerading as sophisticated
*1 operations offer their subscribers
thereare separate systems for astronomers,
older women, enjoyed with a long-distance
6ws, horoscopes, games and travel tips,
doctors, photographers, gardeners, senior
correspondent, “fm French-kissing you
he phone numbers of smaller systems citizens and gays. There are teen-agers ev¬
now,” cooed the would-be seducer.
ws by electronic word of mouth. All it erywhere, swapping software and trading
To which the kids promptly typed:
dees to get started is one working tele¬
tips to the latest high-tech adventure
“P-tooey!!!”
—By Philip Omf-D*witt
IE. SEPTEMBER 19,1983
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MICROCOMPUTER CAN TAKE SOFTWARE FROM CEEFAX

BBC launches Telesoftware
fTHE BBC’s announcement this
iweek of its new telesoftware
•service opens up entirely new
opportunities in the field of
software distribution.
• It
allows
microcomputer
-owners to take computer pro¬
grammes from the Ceefax
.-information system broadcast
tb.v the BBC for the first time.
.The BBC will make no direct
charge to the user since it is
*een very much as a public
service.
Initially, the service trans¬
mitted over the Ceefax broad¬
cast information system is
aimed at the education market,
but Mr Lawson Brown, manager
of the Telecoftware service,
said that the BBC was very
keen to extend into the business
market within the next 12
months.
At the moment the service is
limited to the 100,000 or so
I owners of BBC microcomputer.

Acorn, the maker of the BBC
machine, has designed the
special adaptor which allows
users to take software off
Ceefax and load it into their
computers. Mr Brown said that
the Acorn already had advanced
Orders .for .3,500 units. The
adaptor will cost £196 exclusive
of VAT.
Also Mr Brown said that he
would be interested in other
computer manufacturers supply¬
ing software for the system so
that other makes of home and
personal computers arc able
eventually to tap into the
system.
,A major supplier of programs
will be the Microelectronics
Education
Programme,
the
Government-funded computer
education project.
Another
supplier will be Brighton Poly¬
technic which had already
carried out a two-year project
on the use of telesoftware in

Australian micro ‘boom'
AN increase of 170 per cent in from 55 per cent to 34 per cent
the number of microcomputers with a consequent rise in on¬
used in business and govern¬ line systems from 45 per cent to
ment in Australia between 66 per cent.
1983/84 is forecast.
The NZCSA says that
During the 1980s the micro market shares of the major
market will rationalise into mainframe suppliers are unlike¬
large Conglomerates with the ly to change dramatically.
financial backing, and mar¬
All small sales will be
keting expertise, necessary to
through retail outlets.
survive in “an extremely com¬
Data processing budgets are
petitive market with very low
still growing faster than the
unit margins”.
rate of inflation — 20 per cent
These are two of the most
for 1983.
significant predictions in a
The largest component of the
report on the 1983/84 com¬
puting industry forecasts for data processing budget is staff
costs at 37 per cent. Hardware
Australia.
Central computers, “al¬ accounts for 29 per cent of total
though still the dominant form budgets.
Nearly 70 per cent of
of processing”, are continuing
organisations are using applica¬
their decline in importance.'
They now account for 75 per tion packages to some extent.
cent of all data processing but Fourth-generation languages
this will drop to 67 per cent in are “fast becoming part of the
1984, a summary of the report Australian computing scene”.
Data processing staff
by the New Zealand Com¬
puting Services Association undergo an average of 7.5 days
of formal classroom training
(NZCSA), says.
The number of mainframes and six days of self-study each
and minis will see “only year.
modest growth of 10 per cent
“Considering the rate of
and 30 per cent respectively — change in the industry this is
that is, modest in terms of the inadequate,” the report says.
computer industry”.
It highlights computer
Bureau services, which ac¬ graphics as “set to be a growth
count for 10 per cent of current market”.
processing, are expected to
“To date this market has
decline to 5 per cent by 1984.
been affected by the cost of.
Decentralised — completely suitable hardware and limited
stand-alone — systems will stay availability of software. This is
at 10 per cent of processing.
now changing dramatically,”

/PT,a
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schools.
The BBC began regular
broadcasts of telesoftware on
August 5. Initial experimental
work was carried out as a joint
project between the BBC, IBA,
Mallard, which produced the
receiving
equipment,
end
Brighton Polytechnic.
The adaptor, through which
the applicatons and data can be
received off-air and down¬
loaded into the memory of the
BBC machine, consists of an
add-on unit containing the
receiver, tuner and decoder.
The tuner is like an ordinaryteletext receiver in that it plugs
into the aerial socket of an
ordinary domestic television.
The unit also plugs into the
1 MHz bus on the micro¬
computer. A special read-only
memory in the computer con¬
tains the necessary software to
carry out the decoding.
ELAINE WILLIAMS
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Networking^

Mixing
computers
DATA
TRANSLATION
of
Slough says that it can now
offer from Interlan of Westford,
Ma., the industry’s most com¬
plete approach to multi-vendor
personal computer networking.
File transfer and terminal
emulation software packages
have been released for 12
different
PCs,
two
micro¬
computer development systems
and four host minicomputers.
Used in conjunction with'
Interlan’s new NTS10 terminal
server unit, PC users of 12
different makes of machine can
perform transparent ASCII file
transfers via a few button
depressions. Similarly, a PC
can talk to a host or to a
peripheral device anywhere on
networks based on Ethernet
technology.
The software establishes a
“virtual circuit” between the
various devices which is trans¬
parent — without any special
software running at the other
end of the virtual circuit con¬
nection. The PC's communica¬
tion port is easily configured
says the company and the in¬
formation can be- saved and
restored in local I’C files. More
on 06286 3412.

[LOCAL AREA SYSTEM

PT

^Philips’ network
embraces allcomers
The
PHILIPS HAS unveiled e I
Packet-*witched wide area pri- •
vale networking system that can
connect any make of data, text,
or imaging device to any other
with complete transparency—
that is, by simply plugging k
into the network.
“Sopho-Net” results from an '■
expenditure of nearly £40m
over nearly live years, much of;
k at Telesoft in Brussels, a ISO- •
strong Philips subsidiary now j
devoted entirely to the project, i
Sopho-Net can make use of I
any kind of data transmission
medium on private lines, public
networks such as IBM’s SNA,
(systems network architecture), j
the public switched telephone
network (PSTN), or any of the

Any number of closed
user groups can be set upj
within the network, i
‘Group members share
all the network resources,
but can only be called by
those within the group.
newly emerging LANs (local
area networks).
End users—human or compu¬
ters—continue to use their own
standard ways of arranging data
(protocols) without changes to
hardware or software.
So, for example, DEC termi¬
nals can talk to IBM mainframes
or to Philips word .processors.
Since virtually any Communica¬
tion is possible, investment in
existing collections of equip¬
ment from several makers is
protected and nothing needs to
be replaced.
All the necessary protocol
conversion to achieve user
transparency goes on in the
interconnecting points (nodes)
of the network itself. There is
no. central computer or star |
connection: the system’s intelli- j
gence is distributed in software I
in-the various nodes.
One remarkable outcome Is
that users can wander about the
network, log on at any terminal
and leave it to the Sopho-Net
software to find the called party
from a single name instruction
(typically a surname).

chart

highlights

flexibility of Philips'
LAN concept

BY GEOFFREY CHARLISH

Why 5i inch Winchesters
are breaking through
FOR
PERSONAL
computer
users, the next main acquisition
is likely to be 51 in Winchester
discs systems for the mass storage of information. These discs
will represent a market of
U.S.$14bn next year according
to some industry experts.
Why will these discs become
popular on microcomputers?
Well, this can be understood by
looking at the development of
the computer itself. In a small
business or professional comput¬
ing application, the user norm¬
ally starts off with a simple
operating system like CP/M and
the basic computer peripherals
such as a printer, floppy disc,
screen and keyboard.
Applications
are
usually
simple, such as financial model¬
ling and older entry, but as the
user ■ gains experience more
functions are added to the
computer’s tasks.
Then multi-tasking is usually
added to the computer so that
it can carry out more than one
job at a time with more ter¬
minals and this demands greater
memory capacity.
Each time
the computer has to carry out
more tasks the greater is the
need to access the disc system
which means that fixed discs are
the only real solution.
The reasons for the growth of
Winchester discs is that per¬
sonal computers will grow at an
annual rate of 42 per cent until
1986 according to Dataquest
market analysts. This coupled
to ihe increasing office auto¬
mation will demand greater
memory storage capacities for
the smaller office machines.
Winchester discs represent
one of the fastest, growing sec¬
tors in the-computer market. It
really got off the ground in the
late 1970s. The market leaders
in 5i in discs — the systems

- rr

Professional
Personal
Computing
which are presently going into
small business systems — are
companies such as Seagate and
Tandon in the U.S.
So far the bulk of products
for all sizes of discs are U.S.
produced.
The U.S. produces
five times as many discs as any¬
one else including the Japanese.
These memory systems are
based on a thin layer of mag-

Small size but large
capacity Winchester
discs are moving into
small business systems
while Microsoft
announces a new
operating system for
personal machines
netic material, usually ferric
oxide, laid on a circular rotating
disc. A drive unit can contain
one or more discs. Information
in the form of binary digits—
bits—is stored on concentric
tracks recorded onto the mag¬
netic medium. Just like floppy
discs, each track is sub-divided
into a fixed number of sectors.
Unlike floppy discs, Winches¬
ters cannot be removed from
their casing — hence the name
fixed or hard discs — but are
capable of storing an enormous
amount of information — typic¬
ally between 10 and 500 mega-

bytes according to disc size, but
the capacity of discs is increas¬
ing at a dramatic pace with »n
equivalent drop in price per
megabit.
For example, according to a
new report called Winchester
Discs in Microcomputer Systems
by Jonah McLeod, two new com¬
panies announced their inten¬
tion to design and manufacture
low cost, high capacity, 51 in
systems.
Vertex Peripheral, based in
San Jose, California, says that
it has a system capable of
storing 72.3 megabits while
Maxtor Corporation based down
the road in Santa Clara claims
that its design has a capacity of
190 megabytes. McLeod says in
the report that this is impres¬
sive when one considers that
only three years ago when Sea¬
gate Technology opened up the
market for 51 in Winchesters
discs stored a mere five mega¬
bytes.
The first Winchesters which
came on the market used 14 in.
discs and are still used on large
mainframe systems.
Now the
jparkeit is moving down to
standards of 51 in discs and
even smaller sizes around 3 in
are now emerging to suit the
personal business computing
market.
It is here that the
greatest growth is foreseen.
Low cost Winchester disc
system
started
to
become
important around 1978 when
companies such as Shugart and
Memorex, the subsidiary of
Burroughs, introduced drive
technology to microcomputer
systems. Until then the market
was dominated by the high
capacity, high performance sys¬
tem offered by companies such
as Control Data and Century
Data Systems.
ELAINE WILLIAMS

New Scientist 5 May 1983

Public face of artificial intelligence
Rory Johnston on the brain behind the computer
ABOUT FOUR YEARS ago the
British popular media suddenly
x ^discovered the silicon chip. Acres of
newsprint and countless hours of air time
became filled with elucidations on the new
technology, some of them distinctly
bizarre. It was all too clear that the writers
actually understood little about the subject
matter, and that the understanding they
succeeded in imparting to the public was
correspondingly less. Since then things
have improved-markedly and it is rare now
to see such howlers as the Vl'irial Cl lobe's
explanation of a 16K RAM as a chip with
“up to 16 000 different uses”. Still, when it
comes to the treatment of the frontiers of
computing, the areas of advanced research
that come under the general heading of
“artificial intelligence” (AI), there is still a
great deal sadly Tacking.
Hardly a month goes by without one
newspaper or another announcing the
development of a computer “with which at
last you can converse in ordinary English,
not a programming language”. One such
system was described recently by the
Observer as “extrasensory”. As it happens,
in the early days of computers it was
thought that it would be only a few years
before computers would be able to under*
stand natural language. The truth is that it
is a much more difficult task than that, not
least because we don't understand as yet
how people comprehend language. For this
reason, computers are programmed in
various subsets of English known as
computer languages. Some of these
languages are rigid and stylised: others are
more sophisticated, allowing considerable
variations in the syntax of an incoming
sentence. Nevertheless, they all work basic¬
ally by trying to fit the input into a set of
stored templates, and if some input does
not fit anything the machine has been
given, it simply replies “I do not under¬
stand.” Yet the public is regularly given the
impression that a general solution to the
problem
of natural-language
under- j
standing has been found, and that com¬
puters with the ability to chat to us and with
various other human characteristics are
just around the corner.
While the power of technology in such
activities as conversing is exaggerated, the
really important and exciting discoveries
that are being made in AI. speculation
aside, are not got across. The issues of AI
are fascinating and of enormous social
importance, but they are largely over¬
looked in the wallow of “gee-wizz” about
things that are of no significance. Laurie
John's recent BBC2 Horizon programme
on AI. called Belter Mind the Computer,
is a case in point. It was admirably
researched, but it glossed over the
important questions while pointing up the
trivial ones. It kept confusing computer
developments that are genuinely intelligent
with those that arc entirely mundane. It
mixed the profound ideas of some of the
best brains in the world, conceptions of
major importance to us and our technology
today, with absurd speculations about an
unforeseeable future. The result in viewers’

CAN / SPEAK PLAINLY
TO YOU, OLD CHAP P

minds can have been little other than
confusion and fear, instead of the,
excitement that there should have been.
This is not to belittle the producer’s
problem. All journalists face a continual
struggle between the need to present a
balanced view of the issues and the need to
attract and to stimulate an audience. There
is an ever-present temptation to take the
easy way out and concentrate on items that
are “sexy” even though they may be irrele¬
vant or misleading. An example which
writers and producers are forever citing,
and John was no exception, is Joe
Weizenbaum's conversational program
Eliza, which parodies a psychotherapist.
Although this seems clever when one is told
about it, a few minutes' hands-on experi¬
ence demonstrates that it is not AI at all—it
is a parlour trick. In practice it makes
mistakes all the time but Horizon showed

its English as flawless. While it was stated
that eliza was looking for key phrases in
the
“patient’s”
input,
its
illusory
importance was re-affirmed bv repeating
the computer’s dialogue at the'end of the
program.
Donald Michie’s idea of the “human
window”, the vital importanccTTJf making
machines comprehensible to human
beings, only got a passing reference, while
pride of place was given to Ed Fredkin’s
musing about computers of the future
which will think about "weighty problems
we simply can’t understand”. A real science
is now growing up around the concept of
the human window, while there is no
evidence or logical reason to accept
Fredkin’s supposition at all.
Horizon made the usual mistake of talk¬
ing about computers that can “correct
spelling errors”, when in fact all they can do
is flag words that are not in a dictionary. It
discussed computers writing stories, with¬
out asking the fundamental question, could
computer-produced stories ever be of any
value? There has to be human purpose
behind art, and how could a computer ever
have that? How about the view that in
order for a computer to produce a real work
of art, it would have to want to produce that
art? So how can a computer want?
The significance of computers in art is
only one of a fascinating range of issues,
technical and philosophical, that AI raises.
What are the real limitations of technology,
at present and in the foreseeable future?
How is it possible for a computer to
discover things? How can we give com¬
puters common sense? How can computers
create things that are genuinely new and
not just “what you put in”? How can we
build technology that is fundamentally
human-oriented? On all these topics there
have recently been tangible results, not
speculation, coming out of laboratories in
both the US and Britain. The public have
had some sideways glances at them—they
now deserve to see the full picture.
□
Rory Johnston is a specialist computer writer based in
London.
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Expand Your Memory
Now 48K For Atari 400

Is the Molecule-Memory Next?
reluctant to predict when motacular electronic devices could become
i reality. Itti hr n sot reluctant
ashington tOSMcntaleon the implications.
pneers around the world race
-ZrTl™,
„
■nation onto the
The reedkal potential alone is
, that
that make
make toliny ttliooa wafers
to¬ treneadou^ If molecular declrooinas possible.
possible. >
> ie devices could be connected to the
day's rescrocompuiers
erouo of
of sdensden- nervota system. then artificial eyes,
I but (rawingt (roup
tons
that
would
tuts is thutkiag
(burning in
ut terms
tenns that would
wouk <kn and voice boacs ni|bi be pos■take today’s chips (inis by comOr, Dr. Casur said, it might be
pwison.
The scientists are considering possible to implant a liny device in
the body of a dishclir to moot lor
ways to pack enormous computing
*
power into the tiniest of devices, ibe body’s need for tattibn and
using specially tailored groups of
11 ausomaucally acconuag a
atoms the size of moleoiles as dec- **—Ironic memory and switching dc“Such ooreputalional power at
vices. A device the size of s match- low-power requiremenu will make
book might have fas more independent robots practical lor
capability than the most powerful numerous hazardous tasks like fileof tomorrow’s typewriter-sized fighting, bomb binding and eoncomputers.
tiraetioo aad rescue under deepThe problems to overcome are as sea conditions,” Dr. Carter wrote
great as is the potential. Molecular in trepan for the US Navy listing
decuonics, as the field is known, awide variety of military applies■till esisu only oo paper.
boos
Dr. Fanes! L. Carter, a Nava]
Dr. Carter said a hand-held moResearch Laboratory chemist who locular electronics calculator might
is one of the pioneers in Ibe field, is sure 1 trilkoo words. With the ca-

By A1 Rossi ter Jr.

If you Ye the owner of an
Atari 400 Home Computer,
and you dream about expand'
ing its memory, dream no fur*
ther. This summer, Atari is
introducing the 48K Memory
Expansion JCu for the Atari

!

400.
Applicable to both the 8K
and 16K Atari 400 Home
Computers, the 48K Memory
Expansion Kit expands the
memory of the Atari 400 to
the maximum memory available for the Atari 800.
In practical terms, this
j means that a whole world of
j software and peripherals pre' viously not available for the
Atari 400 will now be yours
for the asking—peripherals
like disk drives, and software
like VisiCak and The Book'
keeper, plus the whole world
of APX and independent soft¬
ware for the Atari 800, the;
largest software library avail' |
able for any home computer.
The 48K Memory Expansion Kit is available as of June,
1983. It includes a plug-in
memory board, wire jumpers
to modify the Atari 400 mainboard, instructions, and a
90-day warranty for parts.
You cun buy the 48K kit either
installed or uninstalled.
The installed version is avail¬
able for $154-95 at Atari
Regional Service Centers You
can also purchase it at all local
Atari Factory-Autborijed Ser¬
vice Centers Check the Yellow
Pages ot call toll-free (800)
538'85*ti, outside Cali/omia;
and (800) 672-1404, in
Cali/omia.
The uninstalled version is
available for $134.95 through
Atari Program Exchange, P.O
Box 3705, Santa Clara, CA
95055. Recommended only for
people familiar until electronic
assembly kits.

■

W
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A Superchip With Twice the Memory
Although the latest generation of superchips—236K-bit
memory circuits that can store more than a quarter-million
individual pieces of computer data—are not even in use yet, a
new experimental chip with nearly twice the capacity has been
developed. Engineers at IBM's Essex Junction, Vt., laboratory
have built the first batch of 512K-bit memory chips: tt-inchsquare computer components that can store more than a halfmillion bits of electronic information.
Manufacturers are awaiting samples of the 2S6K-bit super¬
chips later this year so that they can begin making new
computers with increased speed and power. The 512K-bit
chips are not likely to be commercially available for a number
of years, but they should eventually account for an even more
advanced and versatile breed of computers in the fields of
robotics, communications and artificial intelligence. De¬
scribed at an engineering conference last month, the 5l2K-bit
memory chip has circuit patterns as small as 1.5 microme¬
ters—about l/30th the diameter of s human hair. The chip
performs reliably, the IBM engineers say, because of a tech¬
nique called “plate pushing" that produces stronger electrical
signals from the individual memory cells.
FRED ABATEMARCO

Kra.s^ic tdjkjts

paoty to wemaeiM* such an archive, a miniature computer in ea
sutomobUeoiuki dupUy • reap of
every road in the work!
«•• the devu*. Dr. Cano reid.
even analyze every action of the
driver, raising the disturbing prob¬
lem of invasion of privacy
Dr. Caiur. who first wrote about
molecular electronics in 1979, hat
organized two intemauonai work¬
shop, on the subject His writings
haw sparked rasjot interest
chemists at North Carolina
University, far instance, arc
studying e group of molnrulcs that
*^12 gojj vu, promise of the
1gjli,y w transmit, process and
moreinfonnauon
Keidt DeArataod said be and
Kenneth w. Hand haw found a
way to Muff mom electtoot into a
molecule than ever before,
The negauw particles stay in dif(enm pans of the propeller-shaped
"This mesas the motreuk would
be potentisUy useful si s memory
dance because we could label the
sites in the molecule and come up
with an elnctronic code,” Mr.
duck said.
A container the size of a penal
eraser holds billions of these moleoiks. Such density of functional
molecular electronics, but also
raises problems, some of which are
not yet even defined, Mr DeArfyra/l fiiH

How do you “wire" such mole¬
cules, for exxrople? You probably
don't, said Dr. Carter. He envisions
conducting chores.
Bui there are numerous other
problem areas: how to fabricate
such molecular groups, how to pro¬
gram molecular electronic devices
and how to guarantee then reliabil¬
ity
"All you need is some bright
people and some money" Dr. Car¬
ter said. He considers the United
Stales is spending far too link in
Ibe field, and thinks scientists in
other countries might move ahead.
Dr. Carter said be knows of five
groups in Japan working in the
area. England and France also are
active. Interest is developing in
West Germany He said the Soviet
Union is well aware of the possibil¬
ities and Russian scientists often
request copies of Western reports
on the subject Ail the information
is in open sacnuftc literature.
“One of the reasons I have been
so open with my own work is that I
don’t think if* an area where any
person, or one company, or labora¬
tory or maybe one country is ulti¬
mately going to be successful in it,"
Dr. Outer said "It’s going to take
at the basic level a very broadbased support.”

pum^/vuvi*

First the Teens,
Now the Tots”
• Tutorial uses, such as
teaching how to write
cheques, the road code, or
learning to type at a key¬
board.
He quoted overseas re¬
search pointing to Im¬
proved student attitudes
and achievements in less
Teachers and students Subnormal
time using computers.
By contrast; there were
from 32 schools heard this
"However, it must be
from the president of the many overseas pro¬ kept clearly in mind that
New Zealand Computer grammes available to teach the computer is but one
Society, Dr Colin Boswell, “drill” subjects such as ar¬ further resource available
when they attended the ithmetic and reading at to teachers and to
country's first exhibition on primary level, which could learners,” Mr Brice said.
"learning in the computer be useful in New Zealnd. .
“It can complement and
Dr Boswell cited British supplement learning and
age" in Wellington last
cases where mentally sub¬ teaching. It does not sup¬
week.
"The Education Depart¬ normal four and five year plant the teacher.”
ment should be seriously olds were learning to read
The Educational Admin¬
considering the possibility and spell on home corn- istration Society, which
of computers in primary puters costing less than Organised the Wellington
schools right now,” said Dr $600.
xhibition, is considering a
Boswell.
"Clearly these teaching limiter show in Auckland
The Minister of Educa¬ programmes were good, ^ext year.
tion, Mr Wellington, has fun to use and with dear There are also moves to
made it plain repeatedly— and prompt rewards. They ink up computer education
the last time just last' were also, for these chil¬ ocieties nationally next
month—that there are as dren, much more patient ear, and possibly to pubish a popular magazine on
yet no plans for computers than a real teacher.”
omputer
education before
in primary schools.
Yet, because there was
he end of this year.
Own Money
i no Government funding,
But Dr Boswell said j the parents of secondary
there were already some school students had had to
primary schools in Welling¬ contribute an estimated
ton where more than a $1.5 million to buy com¬
puters so far.
dozen of the children had
In another speech at the
computers at home.
“What are children like exhibition, an assistant
that going to do until they secretary of education, Mr
reach secondary school?" Peter Brice, said that 96
per cent of the country’s
he said.
The president of the; 400 secondary schools now
Auckland Computer Educa¬ had at least one microcom¬
tion Society, Mr K. M. puter.
Of these, 254 had be¬
Mount, confirmed later
that there were also many tween two and 10 com¬
Auckland schools where j puters each, and 21 schools
more than a dozen children had 10 or more.
Mr Brice said the Gov¬
had home computers.
ernment saw an important
Primary schools such as role for computers in at
St Heliers, Newmarket, least four areas.
Kemuera and KfF "Eden • Simulation, such as
Normal were already using business games.
computers, often bought
• Information processing
with teachers’ own money. and retrieval, and calculat¬
"I would say there is ing, as in geography and
more potential in using mathematics.
computers in the teaching
• Drill and testing, as
situation in primary with arithmetic and lan¬
schools than in secondary guages.
schools," said Mr Mount,
who is head of mathemat¬
ics at Pakuranga College.
The next big push
of computers in New
Zealand could be
into
primary
schools—if the com¬
puting
community
has its way.

In secondary schools,
students were learning gen¬
eral "computer aware¬
ness.” But. there were
hardly any programmes
available to teach the New
Zealand syllabus In other
subjects by computer.

Low-Cost
Computer
Courses %

I
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COLUMBUS, Ohio, July 23—Alissa j
Van Horn, 4 years old, has not yet
learned to read or write, but she began
computer school this week. She was
accompanied by her grandmother,
Virginia Van Horn, who is also taking
her first computer class. In a nearby
classroom, Ruth Shollenbarger is
starting to acquire computer literacy
at the age of 82.
School officials in Columbus say
nothing quite like it has happened here
before. More than 7,000 people are en¬
rolled in a four-week program with
courses from computer language to
advanced instruction for teachers.
The program is a joint project of the
Columbus public school system and
Ohio State University. Classes are
being held at a public school at the
edge of downtown Columbus, accessi¬
ble by public transportation.
Registration is expected to swell to
10,000 by Aug. 3, the start of the final
week. The officials said Tuesday that
since courses began a day earlier,
they had been forced to turn away
more than 500 applicants. They voiced
hope that additional teachers could be
found to meet the demand.
Mrs. Van Horn is taking “Introduc¬
tion to Microcomputing I,” while her
granddaughter is registered in “Comfnr VMc T 99 Farh ic to roroive 1A

hours of instruction for the fee of $20 a I
course, two hours a day from Monday
to Friday. The classes are being held
in daytime and evening hours.
The low cost makes the program af¬
fordable to the general population,
said Dr. James H. Finkelstein, senior
research associate at the College of
Education of Ohio State, who has been
involved in planning the proizram
since early this year.
No Stigma of Camps
“The Columbus project has re¬
moved the stigma of private computer
camps, which usually co$t hundreds
of dollars and therefore are unafford¬
able for the poor,” he said. “Our aim
was to serve the most diverse group
possible and we believe we have suc¬
ceeded in attracting young and old.

School software developers expect
much outside help
by Stephen Bell
vided in Britain will be missing this is what transforms a bare
THE Education Department’s here.
software package into a usable
planned “courseware” develop¬
As the first central point of educational aid.
ment centre for school com¬ reference for educational soft¬
Standard “styles” for the
puting is likely to~.be deluged ware developers, the establish¬ paper material and for the soft¬
with pre-written software from ment, to be housed in the Edu¬ ware itself, will, he hopes,
teachers and outside suppliers. cation Department's Well¬ develop out of this exercise.
, “There have been no stand¬
In fret, it la probable that lit¬ ington head office, will in¬
tle original development of evitably become an un¬ ard guidelines for teachers until
educational computer pro¬ precedented focus for educa¬ now, and I hope the courseware
grams will be done, acknowl¬ tional programs from all development unit will identify
edged department spokesman sources, amateur and profes¬ [desirable standards],” he told
sional, relating to all school NBR.
Bevan Werry.
subjects.
V •' -^V ~: Seemingly simple standards,
Most of the centre’s function
Some of.the softwaie'prod- like a recognised place for user
will be u tidying, up software,
fh>m
teacheripts to appear on the
converting kto run on the five '^fOopat wiO undoubtedly screen, would make's much
diflam amputers approved need modifying, but Werry BOfe comfortable learning en¬
by the'deparnnem for
secs ' the preparation of vironment for a student mov¬
use, generating "ancillary
and other >11"
ing'^ from one package to
material and supplying infor¬ ciliary materials as one of the another.
es ir>v
mation on available packages.
centre’s key tasks. ..*.» ..****0% On this standards question,
In this, it will assume some r.-A software package is not the centre’s efforts may suffer
similar functions to the British viable by itself, he pointed out. from the same problem as af¬
regional support centres (NBR. .“There is a lot of material that fected hardware standardisa¬
July 25), and to existing efforts goes with it; worksheets for the tion; there is simply too much
in Australia. Bid other aspects .^pupils,' advisory material for material around already, devis¬
of the' support capability as pro- l the teachers, and so forth.” All ed by schools independently, ;
the Apple; then schools started
changing to the BBC niicro.”
Initially, he confirmed, atten¬
tion will be on the five approv¬
ed machines and the users of
Commodores and Radio Shack
TRS-80s look like having to
shift for themselves.
“We have left open thfc ques¬
tion of broadening the range at
a later date,” said Werry.
While provisionally welcom¬
ing the announcement of the
centre. Post Primary Teachers
Association president Des
Hinch saw it as a late move and
atiO only .tackling pact of the

Being sited within the cur- I
riculum division, the centre '
would naturally have some in- j
fluence on curriculum develop- I
ment, but the initial emphasis, j
towards “computer awareness” j
and “computer studies” before
application of the computer in
other subjects had already been
set and this would be reflected \
in the early courseware produc¬
ed.. . ..
The centre would endeavour
to be “demand-driven” rather
than “supply-driven” in the
material it produced, to.meet
perceived needs in the teacher ,
“marketplace”, said Werry. .4 •1
if* Teachm will me 'it,' but. “It will be one of the first
there’s bound to be some cyni- tasks to assess these needs more
.dsm ... . It’s still a long way systematically.^5
..
from helping us put in and use
“The intentioif is that diathese machines well.” Despite . tribution of the courseware will.
the institution of “refresher” be at low-cost,” he said. It ,
and “in-service” courses for could prove possible to disteachers on computer use, there tribute it for the cost of the
was still “nowhere near enough recording medium and locu-,r j
training”, and some courses mentation only, but this again, !
were “heavily oversubscribed”. was yet to b*. established. ,-•< -i
The courseware development
An element of the British
unit, scheduled to open next scheme is to provide “handsFebruary, will have two perma¬ on” experience of software
nent staff and will co-opt through computers installed in
teachers to supply a further one the centre, but this is not being
to two staff at any time.
considered locally.
,
This “rotation” was not in¬
If a teacher wished to try out
tended primarily as a training a program before acquiring it,
exercise, said Werry, but the “we will do what we have
teachers would undoubtedly always done and refer them to
derive some benefit from their another school which is using
periods at the centre.
it,” said Werry.

just as there was a wide variety
of computer models before the
department and the State Ser¬
vices Commission decided on
the standard five.
The choice of five different
computers rather than one
naturally multiplies the task of
preparing software, and there
“could be a lot of conversion”,
Werry acknowledged.
Strategies had not yet been
firmly identified, he said, but
the concept of tailoring soft¬
ware to a “virtual machine”, a
common denominator of Jte
features of all five models was
“a line of thinking we’re .ex¬
ploring”.
There is “quite a lot of com¬
monality” between the five ap¬
proved machines, he maintain..ed.'^t'Y-v

v<v-*£.

• The conversion problem is
not unique to this country,
, Werry pointed out. In some
Australian states, “most soft¬
ware was originally written for

Atari Pilot Wins
Software Award
j
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Atari PILOT with “turtle” graphics came out a winner
in the Learning Computer Software Awards for 1982
sponsored by The Learning Periodicals Group of Palo
Alto, California.
Winners were selected for their quality of instruc¬
tional design, suitability for the intended audience,
creative use of instructional information, and error
control.
Atari PILOT was chosen, according to the panel, as
“an outstanding program that effectively introduces
children and beginners to computers and computer pro¬
gramming.” The program was also cited for the ease
with which it allows teachers with limited computer
experience to design curriculum materials with the
computer.
The awards were coordinated by Dr. Odvard Egil
Dyrli, Educational Technology Editor of Learning maga¬
zine, one of three magazines published by The Learning
Periodicals Group.
Congratulations, Atari PILOT!
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Children’s Magazines for a
Computer Age
SStSss
By GLENN COLLINS
Five new competing magazines for
families and children will be telling
them exactly what to do with their
computers if a group of publishers
has anything to do with it. Three of
the magazines are just off the press.
Two are soon to be launched. Others
ere on the drawing board.
Reprnenting Investments in exces* of $4 million, the magazines if
Itoeir planned guaranteed circulations
wouid tribute some
C9.000 copies to the nation's newsataixto and mailboxes in a given
month. A California marketing re
search company, Infocorp. has estlmalsd that 3.5 million American
homes have programmable comput¬
ers and that there are children in 7#
percent of those homes.
"Our magazine is primarily for
prems," said Claudia Cohl, editor of
Family Computing. Its 110 pages
make It the heftiest of the new publi¬
cations, the first issue of the maga¬
zine, published by Scholastic Inc , has
fust reached the stands. "Parents feel
coutned shout computers and software," Miss Cohl explained, "sod
thsy feel they have no place to turn.
We think parents will be using our
magazine themselves or with their
kids. Children will he picking up the
magazine too.”
Mary of Two Families
The first Issue of Family Comput¬
ing chronicles the agonies and joys of
two families as they shop for, buy and
And uses for home computers. The
magazine features reviews of com¬
puter hardware and software, a
primer of computer terminology, an
article titled •‘Confessions of a Re¬
formed Computer Phobic" and six
pages of simple programs that can ba
run on popular home computers, in¬
cluding Apple, Atari, Commodore.
Texas Instruments 99/4A, Timex Sin¬
clair, Radio Shack TRS-80 and I.B.M
The Children's Television Work¬
shop has just published the first issue
of Enter, its computer magazine for
children. “Enter will not be 'Big Bird
goes to computer camp,’ " said Ira
Wolf man, the editor, who used to
head the workshop's now-defunct
Parenting Newsletter “It's a visu¬
ally exciting educational magazine
that will help children develop com¬
puter awareness. We're committed to
nonsexist, nonracist and nonviolent
Ideals. We feel It’s very important to
present as role models girls who use
computers, and minority kids who
use computers."
One of Enter's depart menu is a col¬
umn written by children Articles
focus on children who are learning
about, using or working with comput¬
ers. There are games, puzzles and
quizzes, reviews of new products, in¬
cluding video games, and some pro¬
gramming instructions.
Digit, another new magazine, is
being edited and published from the
San F rancisco garage of Lassie Ben¬
ton. a mother of two who bought her
first computer last summer "We
found that there was nothing to help
show us what to do with It." she aal<£

adding.
"Wa're the little guy
niv from
fmm the
th»
adding, "We're

Weal Coeal and we're up against the
big guys from the East Conn EatahUahment."
Editorial Board: MCUIAun
A 30,000-copy printing of the first
Ism of the »0-page bimonthly, done
in color on slick paper like its com¬
petitors, is just out. Mis. Benton
hopes circulation wlU be up to 100,000
by the end of the year Both Enter and
Family Computing have guaranteed
their advertisers a circulation of
200,000

.

"We have an editorial board of M
children," Mrs. Benton laid, “and
moat of the ideas end the concepts in
Digit will be coming from children
themselves. " The target audience is
•"to-16-yesr-oMa.
Ths first Issue of another maeaMicrokids, will appear Oct^M
Produced by CiovenWe press, a
Manhattan book packager. Microkids
will be published and distributed by a
subsidiary of Warner Communicatis&s.
•
n^g^ine is for the slightly
older and more sophisticated readsaid Daniel Weiss. Cloverdale’s
wsatJve director. Included will be a
children’s write-in column, profiles of
computer whiz kids, Information
•bout new computers, new software
JM new trends, and Computer
Capers, a comic-strip mystery series
in color.
“We have a quasi-educaUonal misSion, ' Mr. Weiss said, “but we don’t
want to say It too loudly so kids will be
turned off." His description some• times veers from the educational to
the entrepreneurial: "There's defi¬
nitely a need." he said of the 96-page
... -a market.
and we think we have the product to
fill it.
Next Jen. 12 Scholaatic will intro¬
duce another children's computer
magazine, celled K-Power Aiming
for the preteen and teen audience, it
will have such department* as
Hacker Heaven. Dr Kuraor'e Klinic
and Scrolling in Dough.
A sixth "magazine" is also avail¬
able. Scholastic will soon offer the
eecond issue of Micruzine, a bi¬
monthly children's publication pre¬
sented on microcomputer disks.
■n>«e carry lour programs that in¬
clude adventure games and "post¬
ers that allow children to draw com¬
puter graphics on color-television
monitors A printed Microzine Hand¬
book accompanies the disk, which
costs about 3180 a year.
While the new computer maga¬
zines. like traditional children's
magazines, will be sold by mail sub¬
scription as well as at newsstands
they will also be available at a variety
of other outlets, including computer
end loy stores and bookstore chains
An editor of a traditional children's
magazine who preferred not to be
identified said she"hel;cs«j in,,
new magazines were a direct is-_■
to the advertising dollars and a,.—
ul dollars earmarked to: rhildrwi't
publications. Publishers and oihra ~
tbe field disagreed
~
"Specially magazines such as Cob¬
blestone are delighted lo be aerana
this development." said Lyril Q
Dawea. publisher ol the children^

.ytt.c

- ■— ... »»
mi our cntidmdULiO
cW,‘
dren do with1 the eow.«...i5l.0ur
computer?"
— From an advertisement In a
new family computer magaxizw.

htotory magazine. "It enhances the
uniqueness ol our magazine We era?
pbaxize something called good old
rttriing •*
*rwtuBM
fwlWH Will Be Loci'
Loef
Kent Brown, editor of Highlighu
lor Children, wot equally sanguine:
MU*s perfectly right and natu/al that
(here should be computer magazines
lor kids, but it's such an experimental
thing. There will be fortunes lost. It
seems to me that kids who are inter¬
ested in computers will get into adult
computer magazines very quickly. ’ ’
His concern lay elsewhere. "The
problem is that some people only
view a magazine as a way to sell
ads," be explained. His magazine has
a monthly circulation of 1.7 million,
does not carry advertising and is
philosophically opposed to advertlsfate in children’s magazines.
ldr. Weiss agreed that the advertis¬
ing bonanza from computer compa¬
nies was a factor in the launching of
tbe new magazines. "But many of our
readers view the advertising as a
service," he said. “And you’ve got to
have the editorial product or you
won't get tha readers."
■

To Subscribe
Subccriplltxi information for
the new magazines ia as follows.
Family Computing. 730 Broad¬
way, New York, N.Y. 10003;
$17.07 for 12 issues a year.
Enter, P.0 Box 2686. Boulder.
Colo. 80322; $12.95 for 10 Issues e
year.
Digit. P-O. Box 29996, San Fran¬
cisco. Calif. 94129; $8.93 for «
issues a year.
Microkids 133 Fifth Avenue, New
York. N.Y. 10003, $14.95 for 7
Issues t year; available Oct. 24.
K-Power, 730 Broadway, New
York, N.Y 10003; $15.97 for 12
issues a year; available Jan. 12.
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THE
A.N.A.LO.G. GUIDE
TO
ATARI COMPUTER PUBLICATIONS
by Cris Popenoe and Lee Pappas
When I started this article, I had no con¬
ception as to how many books and guides
actually existed for the ATARI computer
owner. This listing basically covers the books,
with a brief description of each. In some
cases opinions are given, however this listing
is intended to inform our readers of detailed
publications covering specific applications.
While we have tried to make this listing as
complete as possible, no doubt there are a
few ommisions. If any readers know of
additional publications, feel free to drop
me a line. —LP

• HASKELL, RICHARD, E. ATARI BASIC. SPECTRU83,
13.95p.
This book provides a solid introduction to BASIC
programming on the ATARI. Haskell provides a hands-on,
top-down approach to programming and his instruction is
augmented by a wealth of examples which cover topics such
as low and high resolution graphics, loops and arrays, sound
effects, bar graphs, and animated graphics.

• ROWLEY, THOMAS E.

ATARI BASIC: LEARNING BY

USING.

73pp. IJG81, 5.95p.
This book provides a supplementary resource for learning
BASIC programming on an ATARI. The short programs and
learning exercises are easy to follow and make learning
programming enjoyable. Hands on interaction with the
computer is essential. Most of the programs are written using
simple ATARI BASIC statements; a few use sophisticated
programming techniques. To benefit from this book, the user

LINDA A. SCHEIBER, ADVANCED PROGRAMMING
TECHNIQUES FOR YOUR ATARI, including

should

GRAPHICS and VOICE PROGRAMS, illustrated, 224pp.

some of the routines.

(0830615458), 13.95
Covers advanced programming

techniques,

have

an

elementary

knowledge

of

BASIC

programming techniques. 16K of memory is required for

especially

graphics, color, and voice technology. Also covers sound,
scrolling, display lists, and details on cassette handling.
• ALBRECHT BOB, LEROY FINKEL, and JERALD BROWN.
ATARI BASIC—A SELF-TEACHING GUIDE. 332pp.

• ZIMMERMAN,

LANCE.

ATARI:

A

BEGINNER’S

GUIDE. BRADYR083, 12.95p.
This is a comprehensive tutorial for the 400/800. Written in
a user-friendly style, this informal text is designed to help
beginners understand all aspects and capabilities of the

WILEYJ079, 10.95p.
This book shows you how to read, write, and understand the
ATARI BASIC programming language. The authors provide a
clear, easy-to-follow self-teaching manual which has been
published in conjunction with ATARI. Numerous applica¬
tions and games are also included.

ATARI.

• HELD,
• INMAN, DON and KURT. THE ATARI ASSEMBLER.
Index, 281pp. PRENT1C 81, 12.95p.
The Inmans demonstrate how to master assembly language
programming and show how to use the ATARI Assembler
Cartridge with an ATARI 400 or 800. The book is designed
for readers with some knowledge of the BASIC programming
language, but assumes no assembly language background.

GILBERT.

ATARI

BASIC,

QUICK

REFERENCE GUIDE. WILEYJ082, 2.95p.
This Quick Reference Guide is printed on heavy coated
stock, making it a handy item to have alongside you at the
keyboard. Among the areas presented are the following:
generic terms, BASIC operators, file naming convention,
system commands, BASIC language statements, sound
parameters, I/O control, and graphics and video control.

• TAYLOR. JOHN ATARI 400/800 DISKGUIDE, 32pp.
OSBORNE83, 7.95p.
This spiral-bound, computer-side guide contains all the
important ATARI 400/800 commands and functions —
DOS, ATARI BASIC, numeric functions, machine functions,
and many others are all clearly summarized.
• KOHL, HERB, TED KAHN, LEN LINDSAY, and PAT
CLELAND. ATARI GAMES &. RECREATIONS. Many
illustrations, index, 350pp. RESTON82, 14.95p.
This book offers a different approach to introducing
programming to the beginning computer user. The authors
encourage you to develop your own ideas for computer games
and provide models from which to draw ideas for such games.
You’ll start with easy games that will serve as building blocks
for more complex and creative programs. At the end of each
chapter are sophisticated programs that will interest
experienced programmers or beginners who want a challenge.
You’ll learn how to develop your own programming styles
and have fun as you do it. And in the process you’ll discover
and master all the capabilities of your machine. In addition to
games, there is a special section on the graphics, sound, and
color features of your ATARI.
• CONLAN, JIM and TRACY DELIMAN, et al. ATARI
PILOT FOR BEGINNERS. Index, 229pp. RESTON83,
14.95p.

■

This book teaches you how to give commands to your ATARI
computer in the language known as PILOT. It is designed for
users with an ATARI 400 or 800 home computer. PILOT is a
fairly simple language which is designed to be easy to learn.
The book allows the beginner to learn through play and
experimentation, and all of the programs included in the
book were tested by children and beginning adult computer
users. Included are programs for music, color, graphics, and
mathematics.

• SCHREIBER, LINDA M. ATARI PROGRAMMING...
WITH 55 PROGRAMS. Index, 254pp. TABBOOK82,
13.95p.
This hands-on guide to programming the ATARI 800
assumes no prior computer knowledge. The first chapters

ATARI TECHNICAL USER’S NOTES. Loose-leaf.
ATARI81, (C016555), 27.00
This information package provides details for die experienced
programmer on die internal workings of die 400 and 800
computers. Also available from ATARI, source code listings
for DOS and the operating systems.

ELUS, MARK, ROBERT ELLIS, JOEL GOLDSTEIN.
ATARI USER’S GUIDE: BASIC AND GRAPHICS
FOR THE ATARI 400/800/1200. 300pp. BRADY83,
15.95p.
This comprehensive guide presents through an easy to read,
yet detailed explanation. ATARI BASIC and graphics. This
book covers specific information on the 400, 800, and the
1200XL computers, along with an outline on how a computer
works. This guide also includes applications in graphics, word
processing, and business.

» STANTON, JEFFREY, ROBERT P. WELLS and SANDRA
ROCHOWANSKY. THE BOOK OF ATARI SOUWARE 1983. Resource listing, index, 8Vi'xll", 347 pp.
BOOKCOM83, 19.95p.
This is an examplary resource manual. The software reviews
have been prepared by computer professionals and each
evaluation is written by an expert in the field. The programs
are grouped by type. The major areas covered are business,
education, communications, data base management, and
entertainment. Each of the software critiques is lengthy and to
the point.

COMPUTERS FIRST BOOK OF ATARI. Spiratbound,
192pp. COMPUTEI81, (094238600), 12.95
Helpful information from the pages of COMPUTE! including
applications and useful programs. Also included are un¬
published articles and memory map data.

acquaint the reader with the ATARI and the different
accessories that can be attached to it. New terminology is
introduced gradually. The following chapters teach basic pro¬
gramming concepts. Each one introduces a few related
commands. An explanation of each command is followed by
an example of the way to use the command. The programs
included further illustrate the use of the command and each
program is accompanied by a detailed explanation. Sound,
color, and graphics are covered in several programs. A final
chapter explains how to make programs crash-proof, and

COMPUTE!’* FIRST BOOK OF ATARI GRAPHICS.
Spiral-bound, 248pp. COMPUTEI82, (0942386086), 12.95
Ibis easy to use book provides programs, games, tutorials,
and articles along with other helpful information for the
experienced and inexperienced ATARI owner. Chapters
cover animation, advanced graphics techniques, and rede¬
fining characters.

there’s also an explanation of error codes.

COMPUTERS SECOND BOOK OF ATARI. Spiral• MOORE, HERB, JUDY LOWER, and BOB ALBRECHT.

ATARI SOUND &. GRAPHICS —A SELF¬
TEACHING GUIDE. Index, 234pp. WILEYJ082, 9.95p.
This excellent guide opens up the vast creative possibilities of
artistic programming to owners of the ATARI 400 and
ATARI 800—the most visually advanced home computers
available today. With this self-paced, self-teaching guide,
you’ll advance progressively through simple techniques for
creating an array of sounds and images. Even if you re a
beginner with no computing experience, this easy-to-follow
book lets you start seeing and hearing things on your ATARI
right away. You’ll learn how to compose and play melodies,
draw cartoons, create sound effects and games, and progress
to more sophisticated artistic programming. And because the
book uses BASIC and requires no programming knowledge,
you’ll learn elementary BASIC programming in the context of
each newly introduced technique.

bound, 250pp. COMPUTE182, (094238606X), 12.95
Previously unpublished information from the editors of
COMPUTE! Magazine. Included are programs and helpful
articles on graphics and game utilities.

• LARSEN, SALLY GREENWOOD, COMPUTERS FOR

KIDS: ATARI EDITION. 11' x 8Vi', 82pp. CREATIV81,
4.95p.
This book is well-illustrated and easy-to-understand. The
large type makes it accessible to children. Kids can find out
how to put together a flowchart, and how to get a computer to
do what they want it to do. They also learn the basics of
computing and how to write their own games and draw
pictures that move. There’s also a section of hints for parents
and teachers.

•

WILLIS, JERRY and MERL MILLER. COMPUTERS FOR
PEOPLE. Index, 200pp. D1LITH182, 7.95p.
This book would be suitable for anyone thinking of buying a
small home computer, but it is most useful for those who are
seriously looking at the ATARI. The book at times seems to
be a promotional effort for ATARI, with many glossy color
photographs of the ATARI and its peripherals throughout.
The information is sound and reasoned and, while biased, is

• ROBERTS, SAM D. HOW TO PROGRAM YOUR
ATARI IN 6502 MACHINE LANGUAGE.

106pp.

IJG82., 9.95p.
This book provides instruction in programming the ATARI
in 6502 machine language. Also covered is the use of an
assembler

and

the

development

of

machine

language

subroutines from BASIC. The author provides thorough,
hands-one guidelines.

generally to-the-point and helpful. The authors begin by
describing the many uses for computers in the home and
office, emphasizing educational and game applications as well
as business ones. One helpful feature of the book is a collec¬
tion of suggestions for finding the computer that best suits
your needs — an ATARI of course! The book concludes with
an annotated resource guide and a glossary.

• SMALL, DAVID and SANDY, and GEORGE BLANK, eds.
THE CREATIVE ATARI. Many illustrations, 8Vi’ x 11',

• CARRIS, BILL INSIDE ATARI BASIC—A FAST, FUN,
& FRIENDLY APPROACH. 192pp. RESTON83,
12.95p.
This book

intentionally

avoids flowcharts, unnecessary

technical details, and much of the computer jargon used in
other books. The idea is plain language which the author
hopes will lead to painless learning. The writing style is
informal and humorous and all the basics are covered. Carris
is Training Director with the Home Computer Division of

250pp. CRCOMPU83, 15.95p.
This book contains a collection of articles, columns, and
tutorials on the ATARI which originally appeared in
Creative Computing Magazine. The material is organized
into four sections: an introduction, with a discussion of
ATARI

memory

concepts essential

to programming;

a

tutorial on ATARI graphics; a collection of programming
tips; and a wealth of ready-to-run programs along with
reviews of commercial programs available for the ATARI.

INSIDE

ATARI

DOS.

Spiral-bound.

COMPUTE!

(0942386027), 19.95
Written by the authors of the ATARI Operating system, this
step-by-step book to the DOS system, is complete with com¬
ments and source listings. By Bill Wilkinson of Optimized
Systems Software. An excellent guide to understanding the
ATARI DOS.

TOM

ROWLEY,

DESIGNS

FROM YOUR MIND:

ATARI GRAPHICS, RESTON
Two sections, the first for novices, the second covering
advanced graphic techniques. A guide to graphics and color

• CARLSON. EDWARD H. KIDS AND THE ATARI.
Spiral-bound, 218pp. RESTON83, 19.95p.
This lively introduction will have kids programming the

on the ATARI with chapters on combining graphics with text,
player/missile graphics, and creating graphic shape tables.

ATARI in hours. Step-by-step lessons, exercises, and
illustrations add to the book’s utility as do the many games
and homework drills. There are also notes for teachers and
parents.

DE RE ATARI. Many charts, 8Vi'xll', index, 150+pp.
ATARI81 (APX90008), 19.95
This handbook for advanced programmers was written by
Chris Crawford, Jim Dunion, and other specialists at ATARI.

MAPPING

This series of tutorials covers, in detail, the techniques re¬

COMPUTE183, (0942386094), 14.95
The finest memory guide listing and sourcebook for the
ATARI home computers. For programmers of all types,
A.N.A.L.O.G. highly recommends this book. Crammed
with information you can use on a daily-programming basis.

quired to fine scroll, move player/missiles, operate vertical
blanks, and fully utilize the potential of the ATARI 400 and
800 home computers. An indespensible manual for the
advanced ATARI programmer.

THE

ATARI.

Spiral-bound,

194pp.

FORTH ON THE ATARI: LEARNING BY USING,
ELCOMP, 7.95
Covers the interesting language of FORTH for the ATARI. A
language useful in manipulating graphics on the ATARI and
programs that run much faster than BASIC. For beginners
and those interested in becoming familiar with this advanced

MASTER MEMORY MAP. 32pp. Educational Software,
6.95
Over 500 memory locations in an easy to read format.
Helpful to beginning programmers in teaching which memory
locations are important.

programming language.

• ROBERTS, SAM D. GAMES FOR THE ATARI. 115pp.
1JG82, 7.95p.
This book is more than a mere listing of game programs. The
first part provides clear instructions in techniques. Included
are guidelines on drawing figures on the screen, movements,

• NORTH,
ALAN.
PROGRAMMING

101
ATARI COMPUTER
TIPS &. TRICKS. 126pp.

ARCSOFT83, 8.95p.
This is a collection of programming techniques and shortcuts
for the ATARI 400/800, each featuring a complete, ready-to-

advantage of the graphics and sound capabilities of the

run program. Included are techniques for graphics, games,
educational tools, and home financial aids. It’s a simple,

ATARI.

straightforward account.

and sound. The selection of games is varied, and they take full

• CAPITAL CHILDREN'S MUSEUM. PAINT. RESTON.
39.95.
This software package for use on the ATARI 800 enables
individuals who thought they couldn’t draw a straight line to
create colorful works of art. Utilising the color capacities of
the ATARI, the Capital Children’s Museum of Washington
D.C has developed a software package which allows users to
create their own computet paintings. The PAINT diskette
provides access to hundreds of color textures, allowing users
to produce a virtually limitless number of artistic patterns,
textures, and variations. There's even a special way to save art
once it has been created. An accompanying manual provides
instruction and documentation. The software requires 48K
ynd a joystick.

• THORNBURG, DAVID D. PICTURE THIS! — AN
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER GRAPHICS
FOR KIDS OF ALL AGES. Spiral-bound, index, 8*xll',
191pp. ADDISON82, 14.95p.
This book is designed as a handbook for those owning an
ATARI 400/800 home computer. A remarkable combina¬
tion of two modern educational tools, PILOT and Turtle
Geomerry, makes it possible to solve problems, create pictures,
. and invent games on your ATARI. PILOT is a powerful com¬
puter language that is simpler than BASIC and allows kids to
talk with the computer. Turtle Geometry allows kids to create
pictures in full color with a myriad of designs. It’s a wonderful
book which features a step-by-step approach which integrates
projects throughout for constant learning reinforcement.
And it’s fun too!

MARK THOMPSON, PROGRAMMING YOUR ATARI
COMPUTER, illustrated, 280pp. (080604532), 10.95
An introduction to computers and the ATARI in specific.
Covers the fundamentals of BASIC, internal workings of the
ATARI, and the ATARI peripherals. Program listings includ¬
ing two games are included.

• POOLE, LON, MARY BORCHERS, and STEVEN COOK.
SOME COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS: ATARI
EDITION. 8Vi' x 11', 200pp. OSBORNE81, 14.99p.
You can key these 76 short programs directly into your
ATARI 400 or 800 computer and obtain a powerful
collection of financial, statistical, and mathematics programs.
Each program is presented with complete source listings,
documentation, and sample execution.

STIMULATION SIMULATIONS: ATARI EDITION.
HAYDON, 5.95p.
This book contains a dozen programs (games) in ATARI
BASIC. The programs are well documented and are complete
with listings, sample runs, instructions, and flowcharts.
Several types of games are represented including space,
fishing, and adventure.

• NORTH, ALAN. 31 NEW ATARI COMPUTER
PROGRAMS FOR HOME, SCHOOL, OFFICE. 95pp.
ARCSOFT83, 8.95p.
This book contains a collection of ready-to-run programs
which are designed to be easily input into an ATARI 400 or
800. Included are programs for the home, classroom, or small
business. Each is at a level accessible to novice users.

• BOOM, MICHAEL
UNDERSTANDING ATARI
GRAPHICS. 4V4' x 11'. 48pp. ALFREDP82, 2.95p.
This hands-on manual teaches you how to create graphics on
ATARI models 400 and 800. The book is directed at
beginning and intermediate programmers. You will need to
know ATARI BASIC, though you do not have to have prior
programming experience. The book begins with basic terms
and concepts important to graphics programming. Next it
examines each of the ATARI BASIC commands used for
generating video graphics. Final sections provide additional
tips.

> BEIL, DONALD H. THE VISICALC BOOK: ATARI
EDITION. Many illustrations, index, 313pp. PRENT1C82,
14.95p.
Personal computer users and hundreds of businesses across the
U.S. are discovering a wide variety of uses for VisiCalc
software. With VisiCalc, you design the model you wish to
use, so you are able to examine every step of your business
operations. If you are presently using VisiCalc on your
ATARI home computer, and want to learn more about its
expanded uses, or are thinking about purchasing VisiCalc,
this book should be very helpful. It will show you how to
build a model, enter your data, and begin to explore various
business and financial questions. The book includes many
practice problems and a wealth of illustrative exercises.

• POOLE, LON, MARTIN McNIFF, and STEVEN COOK,
YOUR ATARI COMPUTER: A GUIDE TO ATARI
400/800 PERSONAL COMPUTERS. Many illustra¬
tions, 464pp. OSBORNE, 16.95
One of die most comprehensive books concerning the
ATARI ever written. Between the covers one can find a wealth
of information which is organized and written in a dear,
concise manner. This 11 chapter book covers graphics (be¬
ginner and advanced), BASIC, sound, and the ATARI
peripherals. The finest book for novice ATARI owners.

